Diagram of Decker Gallery - Fox Building, 1st Floor

- Main Entrance Lobby
- Unshaded Area Ceiling
  - Height is 12' to Beam, 13' at Highest Point

Legend:

- = Ceiling
- = Glass Wall
- = Door
- = I-Beam

Note: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale.
Ceiling height is 10’6” at lowest point
13’2” at highest point

NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale
NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale.
***Please note: As part of this gallery there are also 2 moveable wall sections. They can be used to create separate exhibitions spaces.

1st wall measures: 95½” (h) x 97” (w) x 16” (d)

2nd wall measures: 98½” (h) x 45½” (w) x 20½” (d)
Ceiling height is 13’

= Concrete Column

NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale

Middendorf Gallery - Station Building, 1st floor
Outside Falvey Hall - Brown Center, Lower Level Lobby

NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale
= Non-Hanging Wall
= Glass Wall or Rail
= Column
= Door

NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale
3rd & 4th Floor Galleries - Brown Center

- Concrete column
- Glass balcony railing
- Door

NOTE: Diagram is not drawn to exact scale